
Run no:- 1660, 4 December 2013 

Hare:- Jim 'Virginia Slim' E 
Location:-Seri Thai Soi 9  

Scribe:- Neil 'Weedeater' B 

I have to admit….when I saw where the run would be, I hesitated. I actually considered making a 

spurious excuse for not attending Virginia Slim’s run out on Seri Thani Road. 

You see, the problem is, I have done runs from near the lake there before. We have pounded up and 

down the Soi’s, pushed people out of the way around the lake, dodged in and out of traffic. And of one 

memorable time where we spent so much time trying to solve a clue and got completely lost, some of 

us actually returned to the A-site fed up and tired and about an hour and a half later than the slowest 

SCB’s! So, it was with some trepidation and a strong sense of loyalty to the Harriettes, that No Meat 

and I venture out to the NIDA intersection and Soi 9. 

The Mis-directions were surprisingly good. The HHH sign at the bottom of the Soi was clear enough 

to see and the Lighthouse Pub also in the right place. This was a good start. Though we were early, 

already there was a good sprinkling of Harriettes milling around the parking area. Nibbles was 

directing set up operations, while the Hare was doing his best to drown his sorrows with the Tiger and 

Chiang brands of electrolytic drinks commonly available. Tinker was having a pre-run snooze in the 

back of Nibbles’ car while Short-shorts was limbering up ready for the sprint. Pencil Prick was trying 

to climb up to the tailgate of Sharpeners steroid enhanced truck and Captain Erik surveyed the scene 

from the comfort of his collapsible Throne. Maverick arrives with Dripper, Hump Day and Hold My 

Pole, the latter two being visitors and daft enough to join us on what was likely to be a shitty city run. 

The Hare announces almost no instructions and as Chocolate Starfish and Splatt happily record the 

event through their electro iconographs, the pack sets off at what can only be described as a leisurely 

pace normally only associated with those Hashers of the, ahem, Senior Hash of Bangkok. Very soon 

however, we entered the narrow alleyways with Dripper and Maverick scattering cats, dogs, children 

and old ladies out of their way. The Barcelona parade of Bulls may be a scary sight but to a female 

octogenarian looking up out of her soup bowl and seeing Sheep-Shagger, Leg-Iron, Dripper and Pencil 

Prick bearing down on her, was almost enough to send the poor dear to Happy Land permanently!! Of 

course being a consummate gentleman, I slowly trundled passed kicking several children out of the 

way so avoiding the old dear. Out of the alleyways and to the first check. I went the most interesting 

way and No Meat went back towards the NIDA junction. Needless to say we were both wrong and the 

BAS***DS who solved the check couldn’t be bothered to go back to the check itself and mark it. 

COME ON PEOPLE, No Meat and I always either go back for you or make sure someone else at the 

check picks up paper! 

Soon enough we find ourselves running alongside another interesting lake with Short-shorts leading 

the charge. I finally catch up with the pack…only to go the wrong way at another check. So, once 

more at the back of the pack but that’s Ok. The Hare imaginatively sent the trail weaving in and out of 

the trees by the lake, taking us off road which was a bit of fun. Next we find ourselves next a klong 

and another check. Called OnOn by Dripper, we all sprinted forth, knocking as many fisher-people 

into the fetid waters as we could. The next check was found by Yours Truly. We crossed the klong, 

zagged and zigged down the alleyways, finally to emerge onto a dirt road and ultimately another 

check. While No Meat and Dripper scratched their heads trying to see if the trail went forwards (“oh 

no they said, it can’t be a back check ‘cos it’s too far”), I went back and solved the check. Again 

Short-shorts found herself sprinting at the front of the pack with Leg-Iron as we headed back towards 

the lake on the homeward stretch of the run. Starting to get a bit dark under the trees now. Another 

check quickly solved, though I completely missed the chalk arrows directing us away from the lake. 

Under a full head of steam, it took several hundreds of metres for yours truly to grind to a halt, turn 

around and finally find the trail again. Of course I was at the back again and had the pleasure of 

catching up a few Hashers as we returned to the A-site. 

Nibbles had finally arranged the circle area to her exacting standards, siting the spot light to either 

intimidate Harriettes or confuse the landing patterns of Suvarnabhumi Airport. The food was great, the 



beer was great and I have to say….the Run was …excellent! It pains me to say this…but Virginia Slim 

did an fantastic job and this was the best run I have ever done in this area. 

The Circle started with Virginia Slim already somewhat mellowed. We applauded his efforts and 

helped him become more mellow. We welcomed late-comer Ambrose and the two visitors, then let 

Leg-Iron loose as the stand-in R.A. He of course meted out justice to those who sinned and ultimately 

Tit-Of-The-Week was awarded. 

As the Circle disbanded, either going to cars or to the restaurant, I have to say it was a thoroughly 

good evening and it is so good to see Hashers who have been away from the Harriettes, coming back 

again. We are happy to see you. 

Unfortunately, Thursday being a holiday, No Meat and I were stuck in horrendous traffic jams most of 

the way home! Oh well, OnOn to next week!!    

 


